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INTRODUCTION

The utilization of television in the classroom has received considerable
0"

attention from both broadcasters and instructional television production

agencies. Two nationwide ITV*utilization studies (Dirr & Pedone; 1979;

Crane, 1979) have been supported by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting

(CPB). The first, study, was conducted by the Office of Educational
F --

Activities at CP in cooperation with the National Center for Education

Statistics; This study provided an important data base: upon which subsequent

studies could be built; The sample in this large national study represented

approximately 12; 000 school districts ; 90; 000 school buildings ; 2,275,000

classrooms; and 46,000,000 students (Dirr & Pedone, 1979; p. 2). The

utilization study examined attitudes toward ITV, availability of ITV, and

frequency of use as reported by teachers, principals, and superintendents.

While subsequent analyses of the same data (Pedone & Korb, 1980) have been

performed, the use of ITV among Special Education teachers has not been

examined.

The School Television Utilization Study has reported extensive use (59% of

all teachers) of ITV in the classroom. Some other important findings of

that study (Dirr & Pedone, 1979) were, that:

Approximately one-third of all teachers used instructional
television on a regular basis during the year surveyed;

Most teachers, who use ITV, integrate it into their regular
classr om curriculum- and-

More hart half 6 the teachers have some kind of . videotape
equipment available to them for their use

ITV- instructional television



In addition to these findings, the study also determined that

$73- 100, 000, 000 was- spent by local school districts on instructional

tele vision . Also , teachers cited, the major strengths of ITV to be

accessing of new resources and people to their classes; providing. different

approaches to presenting material:; presenting new material; arid

reinforcing material already taught.

These findings :have, important implications for the education of the

handicapped. There is no question that the unique capabilities' of

television are particularly appropriate for special needs children. Among

these are:

Children with print-related ,diSabilities can acquire infor-
,mation otherwise inaccessible to them, through televised
presentations;

Hearing-impaired children can benefi from information
accessing -through television and can 1 rn to real through
the use of captioning; and

Children with emotional disturbances can benefit from the
many affective programs available. (There are four affective
series available from the Agency for Instructional Television
for different age groups.)

There is also specialized programming such as "Feeling Free" which deals

specifically with handicapped children. This series was designed to enhance

the self-concept of handicapped children and to sensitize their peers to their

special needs. No classroom utilization data are available on this series.
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In another study supported by CPB's Office of Eng-inecrinv Research; the

Agency for Instructional Television (the largest producers of instructional

progNmming for children) contracted with D Valerie Crane to conduct an

examination of small format videotape use in schools. The purpose of
this study was to examine the potential for multiple ITV delivery systems

to classrooms; to gather in-depth information on small-format videotape

availability and use with a national sample of teachers and potential

clients; and to determine the potential for distribution of programming

VideoKit form (a package of videotapes and ancillary 'materials which would

be made available directly to classrooms). This research study (Crane,
1979) revealed that the development of alternative formats holds great

promise for increasing utilization of ITV in the schools; However, no

estimates were obtained on the JeVel of use or potential for use among

Special Education teachers;

Because these utilization studies have revealed that television is an

educational resource available to most classroom teachers; it is important to_

determine whether this resource is equally available and useful to Special

Education teachers. In a time when budget cuts will be limiting purchase

of materials for these classes, existing broadcast of instructional

programming in schools should be examined.

In the f111 of 1981; the pepartment of Education awarded a grant to Research)

Communications, Inc. to investigate the utilization of ITV among Special /

Education teachers in grades K-12. A national survey of approximately 1, 000
-s!



Special Education teachers was conducted by RC' from September of 1981 to

August 1982. -00

Based upon the existing''-utilization studies and, the experience of the
research staff for this 'project, the*'following objectives were identified

for the current survey:

to determine the availability of ITV programming and equipment
among Special Education teachers;

2 to determine the type and frequency of use of ITV programs and
factors influencing use among Special Education teachers;

to examine'the availability of support ITV services; and

4. to exam' e the availability and use of microcomputers as a point
of comparison to ITV availability and use.

The findings of the ITy survey are presented here. In the first section of

this report, the evaluation design for the survey is desc'ribed. In the

second section; the fTdings on the availability of ITV are presented,'

and; in the third sectio, the utilization of ITV is discussed. Iti Patt IV,
data on th.e availability \ of support- services are presented and a. final

section is included on the availability and use of microcomputers. In thiS

report; data are presented yin tabular form on th& left' hand side of the

page opposite the accompanying text. This format is designed to enable

the reader to compare tabular data to the text. Comparisons against

the Dirr and Pedone (1977) and Crane (1979) studies have also been made.

8
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PART I. EVAhUATION,DESIGN



Table 1. Schedule of Evaluation Activities

September Contacted Special Education Experts for
survey review.

October - November Developed first draft of survey
Mailed first draft of survey to experts.'
Revised survey.
Contacted Market Data Retrieval for purchase
of mailing labels.

November December Mailed second di2aft of survey to experts.
Revised survey,
Pilot tested survey with teachers.
Revised and printed survey.

January --Fabruary Conducted first mailing Of survey.

MaTch Conducted second mailing Of survey to
nonrespondents.

February - July

May

July

August

Processed data on microcomputers.

Conducted telephone survey.

Analyzed dat(T;

Prepared final report;

ti



The survey of ITV use. among Special Education teacherh began September

Of 1981. A schedule for the evaluation activities which occurred over the

year is presented on: the opposite page. During the first quirter Of the

year,. the survey was developed; rovieved by 'experts; revised; and pilot

tested with Special Education teachers. During this time; two 'sets of

3,000 address labels with Special Education teachers' names were ordered from

Market Data Retrieval. +n-

During the next four, months; all Special Education teachers in the sample

received a copy of the'questionfiaire. A second mailing was conducted six

weeks after the first to all Special Education teachers who did not respond
r .

to the first mailing.

Surveys were processed on Apple II Plus computers as they were received at

Research Communications Throughout the winter and spring months. In the late

spring, a subsample of teachers who did not Fespond .either mailing were

:',,contacted by phone. They were asked to return the survey or to respond to

an abbreviated version of the survey by telephone. The final months of the

-Study were devoted to data processing, analysis,and report preparation.
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A list of 3,000 randomly selected Special Education teachers was pyrchased

from Market' Data Retrieval. A total of 1203 surveys were returned to

Research Communications. Of these, 674 respOnded to the. first mailing and

529 reSponded to the second` mailing; The return rate for the survey was 40%.

HoweVer, 16% of the respondents indicated that- they were not Special
Education teachers. It is reasonable to assume that an even' higher
percentage of nonrespondents did not teach Special Education. In fact, the
rate of return from Special Education teachers might have been higher than

that reported. here;

The telephone survey was conducted on a subsample of Special Education

teachers who liEtd not responded to the firSt or second mailing. The
telephone survey was delayed until late in the Schocil year because of

delayed payments from the Department of Edudation to Research

Communications. Therefore; every fourth teacher- on the mailing list

(N 322) Was selected to participate in the telephone survey. A total of

-244 callS were made from May to the middle of June; One-third of the
schools were not in session and only 12 Special 4ducation teachers were

available to be interviewed; The interviewer left ,messages for the remaining
*-teachers to return their surveys; Due to: the limited response to this

survey, the data are not included in this report; It would appear that

telephone surveys are not cost-efficient because of the,unavailability of

teachers during the school day.



Table 2; Distribution of Sample According to Grade Levels

jeachers' Responses Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=973)

Prekindergarten-
_ Grade 2
'Grades 3 -5
Grades 6-8

_Grades 9-12

a

483* 50%
539 55
445; 46
281 29

am.

Throughout the tables of this report a '*' indicates that teachers may have
selected more than one response.
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On the survey, teachers were asked to indicate which grade levels they
taught (see Table 2). On the whole, a majority of Special Education
teachers responding to this survey were elementary school teachers.

According to this table, there are a significantnumber of Special Education

tearchers who teach multiple grade levels. (As many as 40% of the teachers

are represented in more than one grade level category.) Therefore, grade

level analyses were not performed on the data.

The total number of teachers responding to each item is reported in each

table. There is a high nonresponse level on some items, especially

toward the end of the section on utilization of ITV. It is most likely that

teachers who did not use ITV skipped over a number of these items.



-Table 3. Types of Students Taught by Special Education Teachers

Teachers' Responses Number of Teachers ' Perceftage of Teacheirs
(N=989)

Learning Disabled 729* 74%
Physically Disabled 131 13
Sight Impaired 66 -7e _7
Hearing Impaired 127 13
Other , 462 47
r

Table 4; Number of Students Taught

Teachers' ResponseS' Number of Teachers

1-10
11-20
21-50
50+

Percentage of Teachers

217 22%
432 44
259 ;26

75 8

.Table 5. Structure of Special Education Classes

Teachers' Responses Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
.(1=989)

Class of Special
Ed; Students Only

Mainstreamed
Individual or
Small Groups

Other Situations

649* 66%
50 5

377 38
66



Backgk-ound information on teachers concerning the types and numbers of
Students taught, structure of ,Speleial Education classes; subjects taught,
and number of years teaching experience was obtained. Tables 3-7 present
this information.

. Teachers were asked if they taught learning disabled, physically disabled;
ight .-or hearing jetIpaired br '-"other" 'types of Special Education stu

Almost threezfourths of the teachers taught learning disabled' students;
Almost one-half of the teachers checked the "other" category on this item.
Most_freque.ntly , teachers -indicated that studenta -in -this Category were

emotionally disturbed tor had behavioral disorders. Sight, hearing, and other
phySical handicaps were much less common..

When teachers were,4sked to report the total number of Special Education
students they taught in a week, very few (8%) reported that they taught more
than 50. Approximately two thirds of the teachers had classes ranging in size
from one to twenty students.

Teachers also provided information about how their elitsses were structured.
A majority (66%) reported that they taught in a classroom compris e of
Special Education stUdents only, while 38% reported that they taught
individual or small group sions outside the students' regular claSses.
Only 5% of the Special Ed cation teachers taught in mainstreamed classes.

."Other" teaching situations included resource rooms and the library.
r

4



Table 6. Subjects Taught by Special Education Teachers

Teachers' Responses Number of4Teachers. Percentage of Teachers-
(N=986)

,Mor

All 274* 28t
Language Arts 586

.Math 563 57

Occupatibnal 89 9

Vocational 113' 11

Science 249 25
-Art/Music 81 8

,Social Studies 309 31

Physical EducatiOn" 46 5

Other 221 22

Table

Teachers' Responses

Less tha6'1 Year
1-3 Years 4
4-10 Years
10 or More Years.(

Number pf Years Teaching Experience,

Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=9 7)

_31 3%
173 18

522 53
261 26

18'



r".
Subjects most fpequently taught by Special Education teachers included:.

Ldnguage Arts (59%);

Math (57%) ;,

Social Studies (31%); and
0-1Science (25-6) .

.

Art/music;occupational and physical education were infrequent& taught by Special
6

Education teachers.

When asked how long they4hael been teaching Special Education, approximately

half of the sample reported teaching from four to ten years. Another 26%

taught for 10 or more years while fewer (21%) taught less than four years.

This suggests that our sample consisted of tiachers with a SubStantial
amount of Special Education experience.

19
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In_str ancients

.

A 29-item survey was developed ,With assistance from 2\ Special Education

experts in Massachusetts, two research consultants to the study, an 30

Special Educatiorj teachers in three sites. TI -re were seven items on

back2-roun'd information described in the revious section of this report. In

addition, five questions were included on the availability of instructionv4

television (ITV); nine questions on the base of ITV; three questions on

the availability of support -ITT"tervices; and, five questions on the use of t,

microcomputers. See /Vie Appendix for a copy of the questionnaire.

Data Analyis

All survey data were processed and analyzed on an Apple II ?Phi Computer at

Research Communications, Inc. A special RCI software packag was used to

generate frequencies and _percentages for this report. Total responseS were

obtained for each item on the survey. Open-ended questions were tabulated

and recorded separately by evaluation staff.

20



PART II. AVAILABILITY QF ITV AMONG SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS

This section of the report focuses on findings concerning the

availability of ITT formats, availability of video equipment,

ava ilability of TV sets, and viewing setting for ITV.



Table.'. AN:failability of ITV Formats

Teachers' Responses Number' of Teachers
(Ni)=99

Broadcast 45a*
Videotape 142
Videocassette 154
Videodisc 12

J6Mm 103
Rot Sure 342
None 242

22

Percentage of Teacher's

46%
14

LT
1

.10

35
?4



When teachers were asked whether ITV programs were available to them in

each of avariety of formats (see Table 8) about half of the teacherS (46$3

-reported that ITV was available to them through direct brdadcast. However,
9

about one-fourth (24%) of Special Educatir teacherS -&d not have ITV
available to them in any format, and about one-third of teachers
(35%) did not know what formats were available to them. Thig indicates a
need to inform teachers about resources that could be available to ,thern.

When these data are compared to the ^CPB Utilization Study (Dirr & Pedone
1977), the responses correspond quite closely; In that study, 28%

reported that ITV programming was ript available; as compared with 24% of the

Special Education teachers. However; it is possible that ITV is not

available to a portion of Special Education teachers who reported that they
were not sure (35%).

Videotape and videocassette formats were reported to be available far less

frequently to Special Education teachers (14% and 17% respectively) than to
teachers in the general population who were surveyed in a study devoted
specifiqally to small format videotape use (Crane, 1979). In that study,
54% of the teachers used videotape reel to reel and another 38% used

videocassette.

When asked if video equipment was available to them when they needed it,

75% of the Special Education teachers reported that they/had access to video



Table 9. Availability of Video Equipmen't,

Teathers' Responses

Always
Usually
Sometimet
Rarely
Never

a

Teachers' Responses

Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers L
(N=915) ;

215- 23%
322 35
154 17

73 8
151 .17

Table 10. -Availability of TV Sets

Number _of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N =947)

. , t
.Black and 'Hite 464* .49%$
Color 420 44
None 160 17_
Not Sure 57 6'

Table 11. Viewing Setting for ITV ly

Teachers' Responses.

'Equipment In

Number of Teachers
(N =370)

Percentage of Teachers

=My Room 117 32%
Rove Equipment
To My. Room 176 48

Separate- Room 59 '16
Other la 5



equipment at least some of the time (see Table 9). Almost one-fifth

reported that video equipment was never available when needed.

In the study of small-format videotape (Crane; 1979), video equipment was

available to 89% of;teachers at least some of the time; while 11% rarely or

never had video equipment available to them. Onrce again, availability was

higher r-Tiong regular classroom teachers than among Special Education

-eachers.

In tcrmsof the types of equipment available (see Table 10), approximately

three-fourths (77%) of the Special Education teachers had access to either

black and white (49%) or color (44%)* televisions when needed. When these

findings are compared with those reported in the Dirr & Pedone (1977) and

Crane (1979) studies, Special Education teachers are much less likely than

regular classroom teachers (77% vs 92%) to

them.

e television sets available to

Special Education teachers were also asked how they usually view ITV (see

'Table ii); Of those who view television (37% of the total sample); Special

Education teachers most frequently moved equipment into their rooms (48%);

A trite s t a third used equipment already in their room. These findings roughly

parallel percentages reported in the CPB study-.

Some teachers had both black & white and color television sets available to
them. lichee these percentages are greater than the precentage of total
Special Education teachers who have television sets available.
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PART III: USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION.

This section of the report focuses on findings

concerning the utilization of ITV. On the following

pages the frequency of use of ITV and 'ITV series; as
3

well as factors which influence ITV utilization, are

discussed;

26
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Table 12; Frequency Of Use of ITV

Teachers' Responses

Daily
Once A Week
Few Times A Month
Once Every Fewi;Months
Never V')

Number Teachers'
(N= 47)

Oercppiogo of foachers

67 i7%
71 7

87 9
117 12
605 64

Table 13. Frequency of Teachers' Reasons for Not Using ITV

Teachers' Responses Number of Teachers Percentage CO' Teachers
(N7615).

No Equipment Available 303* 49%
Programs and Series
Not Worthwhile 32 5

Not Sure How To.,
Use Equipment 46 7

Equipment Poor
21 3

Too Much Troubie_' 46 7

kroadcast_Schedule
Inconvenient 94 15

Programs_Not
Available - 65 10
Other 185 30
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When Special Education teachers were asked how frequently they use ITV in

the classroom, only 36% reported that they used ITV at least once every few .

months (see Table 12). The CPB study (Dirr & Pedone, 1979) reported that

42% of all teachers used ITV during the school year. It would appear that

Special Education teachers use ITV less frequently than regular classroom

teachers.

Teachers who did not use ITV were given the opportunity to indicate their

reasons for not using- ITV (see Table 13). The most frequent reason for

not using ITV was lack of equipment. Almost half (49%) of Special. Education

teachers who do not use ITV reported that there was no equipment available

'to them.

A total of 185 (30%) teachers who do not use ITV wrote in "Other"

About one quarter (23%) ofresponses which were categorized and tabulated.

these respondents said that they did not use ITV because they were

tinfamilthl. with ITV generally, while 'another quarter (23%) reported that

ITV programs were not applicable to their curricula. Reasons offered

slightly less frequently were that teachers guides were not available

(19%), ITV programs were inappropriate to class structure (18%), and

teachers' time with students Was too limited (16%). These teachers

expressed a need for shorter , programs (15 to 20 minutes) because their

Special Education4 classes meet for only 30 minutes at a time.

Representative responses are given here.



Table 14. Frequency of Use of ITV Series

Teachers' Responses Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=209)

1 76? 36%
2 68 33
3 39 19
4 14 7
5+ 12 6

29
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"Programs I want are not available when I have the
pupils-- other classrooms use it."

"Because of the nature of my class and the various levels
students are on in terms of individual assignments, it
becomes more disruptive than helpful."

"Feel that individualized instruction is more valuable
diving the .short period they are in the room."

"Programs do not coincide with the level or pace at which
students work."

"Not sure of its effectiveness, I feel one-to-one contact
is probably more effective."

"Not sure of what ITV is and what it makes available."

"Students cannot understand ITV--secondly not enough time."

"Don't feel it's justified spending time when students
need training in basic skills."

"Never seen schedule or information on it."

In addition to determining frequency of ITV use, teachers were asked to

indicate how many different instructional television series they used

regularly (see Table 14). For the purposes of this survey, regular use was

defined as approximately half of all lessons in a series.

Of all Special Education teachers surveyed, only 21% reported that they use

ITV series on a regular basis. Approximately one-third of these teachers use

one series, another third use two series and the remaining third use three,

four, or five Or more series.

Teacher who use ITV series were also asked to list two or three of the most

effective school TV series they use. A total of 278 Special Education
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teachers responded to thiS question. A list of the eleven most frequently

reported series follows:

Electric Company (28 %)

Sesame Street (11%)

Inside Out (6%)

Letter People (4 %)'

, All About You (4%)

Bread and Butterflies (4%)

Readalong (4%)

Gather Around (3%)

Cover to Cover (3%)

3-2-1-Contact ,(t)

Nova (3%).

Seven of these eleven series were also listed in the CPB study A(Dirr &

Pedone, 1977) in the top twenty-five most used ITV programs. However,

the numbers represented here are very small.

:4

31
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Table 15. Convenience of Broadcast Schedules

TeaChers' Responses Number of Teachers
(N=619)

Percentage o jeachers

klways
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

.

Don't Use Series
During Broadcast Time

_27 4%
114 - 18
86 14
67 11
38 6

287 46

Table'16. PerteptidhS of Value of; ITV as a Teaching Tool

Teachers' Responses NUMber af Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=844)

DefiniteWes -

Yes .

;'2'..4 Not Sure
No
Definitely No

186 22%
344 41
299 .

35
14 2
1 - .1

'32



Edu Cation teachers were asked hoM frequently broadcast schedules

them (see Table 15). Only 22% checked "always" orwere convenient for

r"usually" while aii 44 dditonal 14% indicated that broadcast schedules were ,

'sometimes convenient for, them. Almost half of teachers do not use ITV

rograms.. during:broadcast, ,times. More than a third (V$ %) of the total sample
did not answer this question.

A comparison with the small:format videotape survey (Crane, 1979) suggests

that broadcast schedules are less frequently Convenient. for Special

Education teachers than for :teachers 'in the general population. Ac)ording

to thr survey, 62% of teachers- found broadcast times convenient at least

some of the time while only 36% of the Special Education teachers repOtted

this to be true.

Furthermore, almost. half of Special Education teachers do not use "ITV. dUririg

broadcast times. However, some Special Edudation teachers may record

programs for later use. In the small-format videotape survey (,Crane; 41979) ,

22% of all teachers reported that they recorded programs for future use at
leaSt some of the time.,

Specialr Edudation teachers' general attitudes toward ''ITV were also

investigated; When asked whether they thought that -ITV was a valuable

teaching ;tool (see Table 16), 63% of the Special Education teachers

r

9 el



Table 17. Most Suitable Format

Teachers' Responses Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=716)

Broadcast 193
Film 131
Videotape 49
Videocassette 134
Videodisc 2

Not Sure 207

27%
18

7

29

e
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responded "yes" or "definitely yes". However, more than one.=third of
teachers (35%) (compared with 16% of regular teachers as reported in the
Small:format videotape study (Crane, 1979)) were not sure of the value of
ITV as a teaching -tool. This again points to a need to inform Special

Education teachers about resources available to them.

When asked which ITV format was most Suitable for their classroom use (see
Table 17), approximately one- fourth (27%) of the Special Education teachers
reported that broadcaSt represented the most suitable format while another
26% selected videotape reel to reel (7%) or videocassette (19%). However,

cherS most freciuently responded (29%) that they were not sure what

form t was most suitable for their use. Videodisc was selected as most

Snit- ble by only' two teachers;



Table 18.

Teachers' Responses

Freaency Of Use by Subject Area

Number_of_Teachers Percentage of TeaChers
(N=318) ,

Art/Music 50* 16%
Career/Vocational Ed. 20
Foreign Language 4 1

Language Arts/
Reading 187 59
Home Economics/
Industrial Ed. 11 3

Math 56 18
Physical Education/
Health 36 11

Science. 103 32
Social Sciences 124 39

Table_19. Perceptions of Need for ITV Programming by Subject Area

Teachers Responses Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=779)

Art/Music 179* 23%
Career/Vocational Ed 385 49
Foreign Language 45 6
Language Arts/
Reading
Home Economics/
Industrial Ed. 185 24

Math 356 46
Physical Education/
Health 151' 19

Science 332. 43
Social Sciences 36? 46
None Needed 107 14

448 58



Teachers who use ITV were asked to indicate the subject areas in which

they regularly use ITV. Table 18 shows that th6 t ee subject areas in

which teachers most frequently use ITV are Language Arts and Reading (59%),

Social Sciences (39%) , and Science (32%). On the whole, teachers used ITV

least frequently for Physical Education and Health (11%), Home EconomicS

and Industrial Education (3%) , and Foreign Language (1%) ,

Teachers were asked to indicate those subject areas in which TV

programming was needed. These findings are reported in Table 19. Teach6rs
(

indicated that programming was needed in Language ArtS and Reading (58%),

Career and Vocational Education (49%), Social Sciences (46%), and Science (43%)-

Only 6% thouht that ITV programming was needed in Foreign Language.

A comparison beJtween the frequency of use of ITV against their perceptions
of the need for programming reveals large discrepancies. For most subject areas;
findings on the need for programming, exceeds the actual use., This suggests

that one barrier to ITV use among Special Education teachers is the lack af

appropriate programming for their students. The largest gapes between

frequency of use and perceptions of need were in the areas of

Career/Vocational Education, Math, and Home Economics/Industrial Education.

These subject areas represented areas tin which specialized

instructional materials are needed for Special Education teachers. While,

there are some series available on these topics (Freestyle, for example),

Special Education teachers did not list them as series they use. Perhaps

they are unaware of them.
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Finally, Special Education teachers were asked to list factors. which would

help them to use ITV programs with Spedial Education, students. These

responses were most frequently related to increased, availability of

equipment. IVIost teachers expressed a need for advance information about ITV

generally; inforination regarding scheduling for planning

advance availability of teachers'

up:activities. Factors offered

program format, pacing, and

responses are listed below.

guides wit program summaries

purptises; and

and follow-

less freq ently include& program content,

time-limit considerations.. Characteristic

"We c use them if we had video equipment to tape and
replay, otherwise, scheduling would be impossible."

s "Workshop w information on how to use the equipment."
c-

"S,cheduling is important since equipment is hard to get . "

co "Programs should be scheduled> more between 8:30 and 10:30
than between 11:30 and. 2:30."

"Scheduled prograniming which informs teacher of broadcast
and content to be covered ahead of showing date."

"Program guides should provide review discussion ques-
tions and extended activities to use after viewing."

"Program content should be high interest, lot vocabulary."

Mould like to see programs developed for younger students.
(3-5) sing readiness skills. Shows should be highly
motiva d and repetitious. ,Should evoke responses and

,

participation by stlidents."

"Articulation

"At the high
is greatly
lacking."

and language skills-- not only grammar."

school level, career and vocational education
needed. and , in our school system, greatly
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"More affective education-- role-play , modeling situations."

"For Special Education students, programs with a format
like Readalong are better because of 15 minute programs
three days per week--students are not overloaded.."

"Should have a slow paced format which repeats several
times and supplies the correct answers, worksheets, to go
along with the show."

"Pacing and vocabulary are the most difficult for my
students."

"Students have a short attention span (15 minutes).."

S "Captioning for the hearing-impaired."

V



PART IV; AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORT ITV SERVICES

This section of the %Tort discusses findings regarding

the.availability and adequacy of training ip the. use of

and .avai:lability of teachers' guides and print

material which accompany LTV:series;

25
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fble 20. Source of ITV Training

Teachers Response Number of Teachers Pot-tentage of Teachers
(N=884)

Local ITgency 40 5%
Special_Mcation
Dept. iCSchool__ 16 2

University or College 39 4
School'MedfA =.

Specialist 270 31
Other _ 86 10
No Training 433 49

Table 21. Perceptions of Adequacy of ITV Training

Teachers' ResponseS Number of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=513)

Very Adequate _62 12%
Somewhat Adequate' 157 31
Not Sure 89 17
Somewhat Inadequate _91 18
Very Inadequate 114, 22

Table 22. Availability of Teachere Guides And Print Materials

Teachers' Responses NUMber_of Teachers riPercentage of Teachers
(N=780)

Always 137 18%
Often 101 13
Sometimes 143 18
Rarely 105 13
Never 294 38

41
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Spepial Edudatidn teachers were questioned about the availability of support
ITV services. Almost half of all teachers (49%) reported that no training
was available to them (see Table 20). For those who received training the

,School-Media'Specialist was cited most frequently as providing this training.
Teachers who received training in the use of instructional television were
asked how adequate the training Was (see Table 21); Only 40% of the

teachers reported that training available to them was either somewhat or
Very inadequate

Special Education teachers were also asked how often teacherS' guides and
other print material, which accompany ITV series, were available to them for
instructional plwining (see Table 22). Approximately one-third (31%) of
Special Education teachers reported that teachers' guides and print material
were always or often available for instructional planning. However, half
said that this supplementary material was rarely or never available to them.
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PART V: UTILIZATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS

This final section of the report focuses on findings

regarding availability and utilization of microcomputers

in Special Education* teaching situations. _Perceptions
e--

of the value of microcomputers and of the need for

training are also discussed.



Table 23. Availability of Mi-rocompu-Ws

Teachers' Responses NUMber_df_TeaChers Percentage of Teachers
(N=951)

Yes 292 31%
No 552 '58
Not Sure 107 11

Table 24. Frequency of Use of Microcomputers

Teachers' Responses NUMber of Teachers Percentage of Teachers
(N=931)

Yes 87 _9%
No 825 89
Not Sure 19 2i

44
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n addition to determining the availability and frequency of use of ITV,
Special Education teaehers were also questioned about the availability and
utilization of microcomputers; The purpose of asking these questions was to
provide a comparison between the usesof the technologies in the 016.88rObiii.

When teachers were asked if they had microcomputers in their' schools
(see Table 23), approximately one-third (31%) of teachers reported that
Microcomputers were available. More than half of Special Education teachers
(58%) said that their schools did not have microcomputers, while only 11%

were not sure.

Teachers were also asked if they used microcomputers in their classrooms
(see Table 24). Only 9% of Special Education teachers reported that they
used this technology in their classrooms, while nine out of ten. of the
teachers did not.

A comparison between the findings on availability and Utilitatibri Of

microcomputers against those on ITV shows . that Special Education teadhers

. In previous

Of Special

A majority of

use microcomputers much less frequently than they use ITV

Sections of this report it was shown that about half (48%)

Education teachers had ITV available to them (see page 14).

teachers had television sets, and video equipment

as compared with one=lirrd (31%) of Special Education

(77% and 75% respectively)

teachers who had
microcomputers available to them; With regard to use, the data indicate



Table 25. Perceptions of Microcomputer as a Valuable
Teaching Tool

Teachers' Responses Number_of_Teachers Percentage of Teachers,
AN=927)

Yes 497 54%
No 35 4
Not Sure 395 43

Table 26. Perceptions of NeeO for Training
in Use of flicrocomputers

Teachers' Responses riumber of Teachers Percentage of Teachers.
(10914)

Yes 484 53%
No 93 10
Not Sure 337 37 13.

i

46
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that TV is available and used more frequently than microcomputers. This

finding/ is not surprising since microcomputer8 represent a newer

technology than instructional televisidn.

Teachers were also asked -whether. they thOught that microcomputers

constituted a valuable teaching tool. About half of the teachers r( 54%)

reported'that this technology was valuable as a teaching tool (See Table 25);

A comparison betWeen the findings on this item against' the correspondil\g

data Dri ITV (see page 20) , shows that a -somewhat greater percentage of
teachers (63%) perceive of ITV as a valuable teachin g tool. than consider

microcomputers valuable in teaching situations (54%) . Again, this is

probably due to the relative novelty* of microcomputers in the ,school8

Special Education teachers were also asked if they thoUght that training in
- Ithe use of microcomputers was needed in their SchciolS. TO thiS question

more than half of teachers (53%) responded affirmativelyi 37%' Were not sure,
O

and only 10% said that training was not.needed (see Table 26)'.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS',
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The study of ITV use among Special Education teachers began in September of
1981. A 294item instrument was developed which included questions on the
availability of instructional television (ITV); the use of ITV;

availability of support ITV services; and the use of micrbcomputers to-

provide a comparison between the two technologies. A total of 1203 surveys

were returned to Research Communications; of theSei 991 were completed/ by Special

Education teachers. All survey data were processed on an Apple II Plus

Computer at Research Communicatioi-m Inc. A special RCI software ,p/ackage

was used to generate frequencies and percentages for this report. Total

responses were obtained for each item on the survey. Open-ended questions

were tabulated and recorded separately by evaluation staff. See the

Appendix for a copy of the questionnaire. .

' Background information on Special Education teachers concerning the types
and numbers of students taught, structure of classes, subjects taught , and

number of years teaching experience was obtained. Almost three-fourths of

the teachers taught learning-disabled students. A majority Of teachers.

(66%) reportet that they taught in a classroom comprised of Special

Education studdnts only, while more than third (38%) taught individtial

or small group sessions outside the students' regular class. Subjects. most

frequently taught by Special Education teachers included Language Arts/

Reading (59%) ; Math(57%); Social Studies (31%) ; and Science, (25%) while Art/
.3

Music, and Physical Education were infiequently taught.' Half of the sample
7$'
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reported teaching Special Education from four to ten year and about

one-quarter taught for 10 or more years. This suggests that our sample

consisted of teachers with a substantial amount of Special Education

experience.

Direct broadcast reception constitutes the most available format for viewing

ITV with nearly half of Special Education teachers reporting that ITV was

available to them th qugh broadcapt. Approximately one-fourth of teachers

also perceived direct broadcast as the most suitable- format for viewing ITV

in their classrooms. Videotape and videocassette formats were reported

to be available less frequently to Special Education teachers (14% and 17%

respectively) than to teachers in the general population who were surveyed

in a study devoted specifically to small, format videotape use (Crane, 1979).

In that study, 54% of the teachers used videotape reel to reel and another

39% -sed videocassette.

About, ane-fourth of Special Eduation teachers had no I V formats available

to t hem and 35% of respondents were not sure what formats were available to

them. Similarly,. when asked what ITV format was most suitable for their

classroom use, teachers most frequently responded (29%) that they were not

asurdwh t format was most suitable for their use. This suggests that Special

Education teachers need to be informed about instructional television

resources available to them.
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_Three-fourths of Special Edudation teachers reported that video equipment
was available to them when they needed it at least some of the time.

Approximately three-fourths of Special Education teachers had access to
either black and white or color television sets or both. A comparison
against figures reported in the Dirr & Pedone (1977), and Crane (1979)

studies shows that Special Education teachers are much less likely than

regular classroom teach rs (77% vs 92%) to have television sets available.

Of those who view ITV (37% of the total sample), Special EduCation teachers

most frequently move equipment into their rooms (618%).

With regard to use of ITV, 36% of Special Education teachers reported that
_ .they use ITV at least once ever few months. Equipment availability was.

reported as a major barrier to ITV use among Special Education teachers.

'Other' reasons offered for not using ITV were that broadcast schedules were

inconvenient ; teachers were unfamiliar* with ITV generally ; and that progNims
were not applicable to curricula or inappropriate to class structure.

Splial Education teachers' attitudes toward ITV were also examined. Almost

twos- thirds of teachers said that they thought that ITV was a valuable

teaching tool. However, more than one-third of Special Education teachers

(compared with 16% of regular teachers in the CPB study) were not sure of
the value of ITV as a teaching tool. This again indicates a need to inform

co,

,_Special Education teachers about resources available to, them.
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The tiiree subject areas in which teachers most frequently used ITV were
Language Arts and Reading (59%), Social SCienCeS (39%), and Science (32%);

Teachers indicated that programming was needed in Language ArtS and Reading

(58%); Career and Vocational Education (49%), Social Sciences (46 %) and

science (43%). On the whole, the firiding§ She* that the need for programming

exceeds the actual use. ThiS suggests that one barrier to ITV use among

Special Education teachers is the lack of appriipriate programming for their

students. The largest gaps betweeniequency of use and perception of need
were in the areas of Career/ Vocational Education, Math, and. Home

Economics/ Industrial Education.

V
Half of all Special Education teachers surveyed reported that no training

was. available to them. Of those teachers who received training in the use of

tlys training was most frequently provided by the School Media

Specialist. Only 40% of the teachers reported that training available to

them was either somewhat or very inadequate.

In addition to determining the availability and utilization of ITV, Special

Education teachers were also questioned about the use of microcothputers to

provide a point of comparison between the two technologies. This study

found that ITV is available more frequently and used more frequently than

micr6computers in the schools. Finally, somewhat more Special Education

teachers perceive of ITV as a valuable teaching tool. than consider

microcomputers of value in.:: teaching ituations. This finding is not
.surprising since microcomputers constitute a newer technology than ITV.

51



In summarY, the following conclu`Sions can be drawn from this.survey on the

utilization of ITV among Special Education teachers.

1. Special Education teachers have access to video equipment
and television sets less frequently than regular classroom
teachers.

2. ITV is Used by Special Education teachers less frequently
than by regular classroom teachers because of lack of
equipment; lack of knowledge about the availability of ITV;
and scheduling constraints;

3; Special Education teachers consider ITV valuable as
teaching toolr:and perceive:a need for an increased amount of
programming which is appropriate to the needs of Special
Education students.

4 When-ITV is compared to nikrtictimputers for school use, ITV is
available and used more frequently and more likely to be viewed
as a valuable teaching tool.

52
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TEACHER SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

School

Please check the appropriate, box or space 00vided
Fill in additional responses where appropriate.

City /State

or each item.

By INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION (ITV) we mean to include in-school uses of
television programs that are BROADCAST 'from a TV station; TV agency, or
cable company, directly to a TV set in the classroorri. These programs are also
available in other formats such as videotape; videocassette -, and 16mm film;

. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Do you teach Special Education? Yes a NO

(IF NO, PLEASE STOP HERE AND RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
IN THE ENCLOSED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.)

2. How many years have you been teaching Specil Education?

0 less than 1

3.' What grades do y

0 pre K-2

0 1-3
u teach? (Check

0 3-5
What subjects do you teach? (Check

ZN All
6, Language )A r t s

Math
O Occupational

Vocational.

04 -10

all that apply)

0 6-8
all that apply)

6, Science
A Art/Music
A Social Studies
A Physical EducatiOn
.6, Other (specify)

. Do you teach Special Education students:

6. What

or more

0 9=-12

(Check all that apply)

in a classroom comprised of Special Education students only?
in a mainstreamed class?
in individual or small group sessions outside their regular
other .(specify) ?

types of Special Education students do you teach? (Check all- that apply)

Learning Disabled 0Hearing Impair pd_
°Physically Disabled QOther (specify) A

°Sight Impaired

CiSSS ?

7; What is the total number of Special Education students you teach in a
week ? (Don't count any student more than once)
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AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION elm_

1. Are ITV programs available to you and yourclasseS through brOadcast? YES
NO
NOT SURE

2. Are ITV programs available to you in thete formats. (Check all that apply)

OVic_Ieotape (reel to reel) 016mrii film
OVideocassette (I" or 3/4") Not sure
OVideodiF ONot available

3. I Is video equipment available for you'r use when you need it?

How do you usually view ITV? (Check one response).

Don't use ITV
On equipment permanently placed in my room

AOn equipment moved into my classroom when I need it
ZNA separate viewing mini where I take my class.
AOther (specify)

5. What kinds of TV sets are made available by the School for your use?
(Check all that apply)

USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION (ITV) PROGRAMS_

I. Hicitikf frequently do you use ITV in the classroom?

0 Daily
Once a week
Few times a month
Once every few months.
Never (Co to la.]

If you do NOT use ITV, please Check all reason's that apply to you.
No equipment available
Programs and series are not worthwhile
Not sure how to use equipment
Equipment is of poor quality
Too much trouble
BroadcaSt schedule inconvenient
Programs 4want are not available
pthei- (specify)

How many different ITV series do you use regularly (i.e. approximately
50% of all the lessons in the series? (Check one)

A None
A 1
A 2

3
4
5 or more

Always
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

Black and white
Color
None available
Not sure

G.



IV. AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORT ITV SERVICES

In your school system, who provides you with training in the use of instructional
television? (Check all that apply)

`Local ITV agency .

Special Education department in your school system
University or college
School Media Specialist
Other (specify)
No training available

2. How adequate is the training you have had in the use of instructional television?

ts Very adequate
A Somewhat adequate

Not sure
Somewhat inadequate
Very inadequate
No training available

3. How often are teacher's guides an other print materials which accompany ITV
series available to you for instructional planning?

Always
Often
SonAtimes
RaVly.

,Never
-7

UTILIZATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS.

Do you, have microcomputers in your school?

Do you use microcomputers in your classroom?

3. Do you think microcomputers are a valuable
-teaching tools''

bo you think training in the use of- microcomputers
is needed in your school?

YES

0 YES
NO

0 NO
NOT SURE

0 ,NOT SURE

El YES LJ NO Q NOT SURE

n YES NO 41 NOT SURE

5. What kind of computer programs should be developed to meet the .needs of
yOur students?

1

56



3. Please list 2 or 3 of the MOST effective school TV series or 16mm filmsyou use. (Check whether it is TV or Film)

TV

. How convenient are the broadcast timed of the series

Always convenient
Usually convenient
Sometimes convenient
Rarely convenient
Never convenient
Don't use series during broadcast times

5. Which one of the following formats is most suitable for
(Check only one)

Film

you use?

Broadcast
Film (16mm)
Videotape (reel to reel)

Videocassette
Videodisc
Not sure

6. Do you think ITV is a valuable teaching tool?

7. In what-subject areas do you regularly use

Art/Music
Career/Vocational Ed
Foreign Language
Language Arts/Reading
Home Economics/Industrial Ed -

.v-
8., In what subject 'a ea* are ITV programs needed

(Check all that apply)

ITV?

Art/Music
Career/Vocational Ed
Foreign Language
Language Arts-/Reading
Hoirie Economics/Industrial Ed

1
your classroom Use?

6, Definitely yes
YeS
Not sure
No
Definitely no

(Check all that apply)

Math
Physical Ed/Health Ed
Science
Social Sciences
None

for Special Education Students?

math
Physical Ed/Health Ed
Science
Social Sciences
None

9. Please list below any factorS which would help you to use ITV programs with Special
Education students. (Consider: program content, production format; pacing, programgut. _des, scheduling; equtpment)

5-7
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